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Down 
1. Type of windows that are hinged at the 

top and open outward from the bottom 
allowing for ventilation and protection 
from the rain

2. Return on investment, for short

3. Proved to be well-built and sustainable

4. The Central Virginia Building Supply 
company you can count on

5. Units that can cool and heat, for short

6. Corn section

7. Sketched

12. One touches Virginia's shores

14. See 28 across

16. Tai ___ exercises

20. Stringed instrument

21. Lush and green, like spring vegetation

22. They form sections of many custom 
made doors

23. Hitches in a project

25. Small restaurants

26. Recess

29. ____ Vardalos of "My Big Fat Greek 
Wedding"

30. Email subject line intro

33. Masters degree, abbr.
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For CROSSWORD answers log on to 
cardinalhomecenter.com/puzzle-key

You Can Count  
on Cardinal

We are dedicated to providing 
outstanding service and 

top-quality products

Cardinal Home Center provides 
comprehensive solutions to 
builders, contractors, and 
homeowners utilizing expertise, 
inspiration, and top-industry 
building supplies to ensure their 
project's success. Cardinal Home 
Center is your ideal resource 
for quality brands and home 
improvement expertise online, 
on the phone, and in our stores. 
With Charlottesville, Crozet, and 
Madison's locations, you can count 
on Cardinal as your one-stop-shop 
for quality building supplies and 
sought-after brands. We are a local 
and family-owned business with 
over 30 years in the lumber and 
building supply industry. 

At Cardinal Home Center, we 
are (as always) dedicated to 
providing the best products in 
the industry, and we strive to 
continually enhance and support 
our community, our employees, 
and our business partners.

THREE LOCATIONS TO 
BEST SERVE YOU:

Cardinal Home Center
322 Washington Street, 

Madison 

Cardinal Home Center
5221 Rockfish Gap Turnpike, 

Crozet

Cardinal Home Center 
Paint & Decorating

380-A Greenbrier Drive,
Charlottesville

CardinalHomeCenter.com 

Across
1. Earth Day month

4. Skillfully custom-made

8. "Eureka!"

9. Accounts receivable, abbr.

10. Brads, for example

11. Bring new life to old houses

13. Vane direction, abbr.

15. Imposing structures

17. Laughter noise

18. Switch position

19. Brand you can depend on when it comes 
to custom crafted windows and doors

24. Emphasize a feature in a room

25. Type of windows that maximize panoramic 
views

27. Good buddy

28. Cost saving when it comes to heating bills, 
goes with 14 down

31. Type of board often called the roofline

32. Architect's concern

33. "___, myself and I" Beyonce

34. Rested on the sofa, say

35. Windows that feature sashes that are 
hinged on one side and swing inward 
and outward with a crank or push out 
operation


